Summary of Newly Proposed EHRA and SHRA Salary Increase Activity Approved Under President’s Delegated Authority

The following is a comparison of salary increases approved under the president’s authority from February 4 to March 16, 2022, and from the same period of 2021. Please note that the approvals below from 2021 took place during the pandemic and while the temporary pause was already in effect.

From February 4 through March 16, 2022, there were 17 salary increases either returned to campuses with instructions to keep the increase within their delegated authority, or approved at a reduced amount still exceeding their delegated authority:

- Returned to campus to stay within delegated authority: 0
- Approved a reduced amount above delegated authority: 17

Extensions of previously approved temporary salary adjustments, such as active interim and acting appointments, are not included in the above counts. Extensions were processed by the System Office under the president’s delegated authority as follows:

- For the 2021 reporting period: 49
- For the 2022 reporting period: 32

---

Post-docs and fellows hired into permanent positions are treated as external hires and thereby excluded from these figures.